Ten-year study finds economic news is significant part of newscasts and is treated much the same as other kinds of news 
information available to the public' And, in fact, research suggests that the public does learn from this coverage. Adoni and Cohen found self-reported economic news viewing positively related to both subjective and objective knowledge of the economy.* Anecdotal examples suggest that economic news has become even more prominent, on television particularly, in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Programs devoted to economics, like "Wall Street Week" and The Nightly Business Report" on PBS. have become popular, and regular news shows have added economic reports (e.g., ABC's Money Matters" and CNN's "Moneyline"). This economics coverage on television, however, is prone (if not more so) to the same criticisms directed to the media in general. Economics journalism is charged with being factually sloppy, oversimplifying, sensationalizing; focusing on personalities over issues, discrete events over trends, the short-run over the longrun, and bad news over good. ' Given that economics is a major component of television news coverage and that network news has a potentially important impact on public opinion*" it is important to describe the extent and nature of economic news on television. A review of the literature, however, showed that only one study has been done examining economic news on television, and it focused on business news only,' as have other studies focusing on the print media."
More general studies of media economic coverage have been confined to how the economy was discussed in the presidential debates' and treated in newspaper editorials. «> This study uses a broader definition of economic news than prior studies. In addition to traditional "business" news, it examines coverage of economic indicators ("the economy"), foreign economic news and the economic activities of government. This study also tests Rubin's assertion that television news has politicized economic news" by examining mentions of government figures in different types of economic news stories. News coverage is examined over an eleven year period in order to evaluate changes over time. The years from 1973 to 1983 encompass an important economic period in American history, including the energy crisis, three recessions (1974-75, 1980 and 1981-82) . the spiralling inflation of the late 1970s, and the ascendancy of Ronald Reagan supply-side economics. The following research questions are addressed.
1) What types of economic news were reported and to what extent?
2) What industries were mentioned and how frequently?
3) How was economic news covered, in terms of the use of film, the UK of anecdotal examples, and the mention of govemment sources? 4) Did the amount of economic news coverage change over time?
Methods
Sample: Data for this study were gathered using the Television News Index and Abstracts, which Vanderbilt University publishes monthly describing its videotape collection in the Television News Archive.'2 In order to determine patterns of economic coverage over time, a 10-year period, 1973 to 1983, was systematically sampled every fourth day. Sampling yicldeid about seven days a month and, when substracting weekend nights when there was no program, 739 newscasts, and 2,483 separate economic news reports. A different network was assigned to each successive day, yielding an approximately equal number of newscasts from ABC, CBS and NBC.
Measures: The unit of analysis used in content coding was the news report. The abstracts label separate stories in newscasts with an underlined heading describing it and listing the time it began in the newscast. However, within each story there is often more than one report. These reports were treated separately when they differed according to the categorization scheme described below.
Report Characteristics: Based on the Archive descriptions a number of gross properties of the news reports were determined. The length of each report in seconds was recorded from the time notations in the margins of the abstracts. Times for multiple reports were calculated by dividing the story time by the number of reports. The newscast order of each report was also determined, and in the case of multiple reports each was assigned the rank order ofthe story in which it was contained. In addition, the presenter (newscaster or correspondent), number of stories in the newscast and whether or not visuals were used were determined based on report descriptions in the abstracts. Each report was identified by month, date, year, day and network. •> Content Characteristics. As mentioned earlier, the definition of economic news used in this study is broad. A categorization scheme was developed which accounts for a wide range of activity relating to the •> For a more eabaiMive docripliM oClke News ArebiMaad uaing it for coment analyiis, lee tanca, op. di.. production, distribution and consumption of goods and services.
The four major categories are I) the actions of government: spending, taxing, and interventions, 2) the private sector: labor and business, 3) indicators: descriptions of the economy, and 4) foreign economic news. Specific sub-categories are listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Each report was placed in only one category based on its dominant theme. An industry classification scheme was also used. If a report referred to a specific industry it was placed in the appropriate category (if more than one industry was mentioned the dominant one was coded). Table 3 contains the list of industries. Descriptions of specific categories are included in the results below.
Reliability. To determine if these categorization schemes effectively classified news reports, three judges coded a wide range of stories to check agreement. There was almost complete agreement as to which reports to select for coding as economic reports (C.R.=.99).'* Those reports were in turn reliably categorized by subject matter (C.R.=.89) and by industry (C.R.=.98).
Two other content characteristics were also coded. If a report summary mentioned one or more governmental branches or figures, it was coded executive, congressional, judicial or combinations of the three." In addition, reports were checked for their use of anecdotal information. If a news report included personal examples of individual economic behavior or impacts it was considered anecdotal (e.g., someone out of work or worried about the high cost of living). this Study included the economic activities of government as well. These activities were given about as much coverage (37% of total reports coded) as those of the private sector (38%). Indicators (9%) and foreign economic reports (16%) accounted for the rest. The specific aspects of government economic activity coded are shown in Table I , which indicates the proportion of news devoted to five major government categories: executive policy (e.g., Reaganomics), spending, taxing, interventions, and state and local government activity. Specific aspects of each major category are also shown. Note that categories are arrayed in logical order; if a report could not be described by more specific labels it was placed in a general category (e.g., general spending policy vs defense spending). Most news about the federal government's spending role focused on the general budget, with such controversial areas as defense, social security and welfare spending ranking next in emphasis.
Results

Although economic news traditionally
The government's role as an economic regulator was also emphasized on the nightly news. The dominant category of "economic behavior regulation" included reports about the Federal Trade Commission, the Civil Aeronautics Board, and the Environmental Protection Agency. As expected, network news emphasized government at the national level. The actions of state and local government received relatively minor coverage. In Table 2 the proportion of economic news about labor and business is shown. The dominant labor category was collective bargaining, which included strikes, demands and negotiations. This is consistent with the traditional television news focus on conflict and dramatic stories. In business coverage, the "general business" category included reports about business and its products, whereas business activity refers to plant closings, and other types of business decisions. The major news emphasis was given to the prices business charges for its products and its sometime inability to provide those products (e.g., oil shortages). tional objective measures of how the economy is doing.'* The cost of living was the single most commonly covered indicator. Inflation and personal income were both included in this category since they both affect consumer buying power. This study also examined to what extent television covers news about economic situations and decisions in other countries. The economic actions of foreign governments received about as much coverage as the traditional subjects of labor unrest and strikes. The government action category included decisions by groups of nations, such as O.P.E.C., many of which had a direct impact on the U.S. economy (Table 3) . Industries to which economic news refers are also listed in Table 3 . Of all the stories coded, 43% mentioned some specific industry. Not suprisingly, energy received the most coverage, since the study period included a major upheaval in the sources and prices of oil. The coverage reflects the relative importance of the different industries to the U.S. economy. As the largest single manufacturing industry, automaking is the modal "blue-collar" TV news story, while energy, farm and transportation industries have the most wideranging impact on consumers. (Federal, municipal and state governments were treated as industries, when news reports dealt with their employees, such as the military, bureaucracies and city workers). illustrating a report with the individual situation of one or more persons (e.g., an unemployed autoworker or a housewife complaining about high prices at the supermarket. If one anecdotal illustration was used, the entire report was considered an anecdotal report. Given that anecdotes are often designed to show how events are affecting people like the viewer, it's not surprising that foreign reports were least likely to include them (4%). On the other hand, labor reports were most likely to be treated anecdotally (26%). By contrast, more abstract stories of the economy ("indicators") were least likely to include anecdotes (8%). Not only does labor news lend itself to visualization but to anecdotalization as well. Table 4 also shows that government sources are included in a significant proportion of economic stories. As Rubin has shown, in a study of economic stories from 1963 to I97S, the national audience of network news causes it often to link stories to national institutions (an analysis of the three leading stories in CBS newscasts showed that 80% of economic stories had political referents). By directing attention in that direction, he suggests that TV news stories imply an "expectation of action" from national political leaders.'T his study does not reveal the high level of political references that Rubin found. In the three categories most likely to conform to Rubin's "economic news," (labor, business and indicators) only about 28% on average mentioned the executive branch, and only about 3% on average mentioned congress or the judiciary. This difference in findings may be due to the different time period studied, or that government news tends to lead the newscast (and this study examined all newscast stories).
» ladicaiort do not itMhide the bfirf caplioM wbieb tama networks diiplay oa the Miten bafoK bitakii« for coaaMfoak
It is clear that government news is not the only category including govemment sources.'* The executive branch is the clear economic leader, judging by its disproportionate mentions compared to congress and the judicial branch. The greater number of executive mentions in the "indicators" category, compared with the others, reflects the tendency of the White House to take the lead in releasing economic ftgures, projections, etc.
The changes in newscast time devoted to economic stories is seen in Table S 
Discussion
This examination of network economic news shows it represents a significant proportion of each evening's stories. There does not appear to be any significant change in total amount of coverage, but, rather, the economic "newshole" is susceptible to competition from other major news events. Events toward the end of the Iranian hostage crisis, for example, appear to have pushed economic news out of the picture altogether. Television news appears to treat economic stories in a similar fashion to other topics. Labor stories (a
